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ABSTRACT: How does technology maturity and adoption affect samples, resear
issues, and use of methodologies in information systems? What is a source of som
research issues in strategic and emerging technologies? This paper addresses the
questions and others using some frameworks generated by a well-known corpora
research group.

Gartner Group has been an icon to its corporate clients. However, Gartner h
received only limited attention by academics. This paper examines three related fram
works used by Gartner for analyzing information systems �IS� and accounting inform
tion systems �AIS� research. Although researchers have previously examined the ado
tion curve, they generally have ignored the impact of the technology maturity curve a
the interaction of the two curves. The paper generates a number of findings, includi
the finding that where a technology is on the maturity curve limits and facilitates t
type of research questions that can be addressed regarding that technology. In ad
tion, Gartner’s “strategic technologies” can provide a basis for understanding whi
technologies are likely to be appropriate for analysis by researchers.

Keywords: Gartner; maturity curve; adoption curve; strategic technologies; A
research; information systems research; artificial intelligence; enterpri
resource planning systems; ERP; business process management; BP
radio frequency identification; RFID.

INTRODUCTION

The Gartner Group provides information about a wide range of technologies, gen
corporate clients, to facilitate the analysis and purchase of technologies. Although
is well-known in practice, there has been limited research in information system

accounting information systems �AIS� regarding frameworks used by Gartner for tec
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O’Leary
maturity or adoption. Further, there has been limited research using Gartner’s so-called “
technologies.” Although O’Leary �2008� initiated an analysis of AIS research from the pe
of Gartner’s so-called “hype cycle,” this paper analyzes information systems research
perspective of the maturity and adoption curves, which have found broader-based accep

Purpose of this Paper
Previous AIS researchers �e.g., Murthy and Wiggins 1999� have examined the overall

what constitutes research in AIS. Other researchers have suggested the use of particular
research, e.g., case studies �Baker 2002� or design science �e.g., March and Smith 1
investigate information systems research issues. However, it is not clear when case studies
methodologies �e.g., design science� are appropriate, or which technologies likely shou
vestigated.

In addition, researchers �Sutton 2005� have indicated that AIS is an applied discipline
AIS research can guide practice. However, there has been limited assessment of the
contribution from practice to AIS. By using some of Gartner’s models, this paper sugg
notion that practice also influences theory, and that both could gain from taking each o
account.

Rogers �1983� and others have examined the impact of the “adoption curve,” e.g.,
characteristics of firms at different stages, such as “innovator firms,” for technology d
However, the role of the maturity of technology has not received the same level of atten
has not been juxtaposed to technology adoption.

Accordingly, the specific purpose of this paper is to examine some of the implications
different theoretical frameworks, used in practice, on research in accounting information
In particular, I will examine how the passage of a technology through a life cycle �as cap
Gartner’s maturity cycle and the adoption curve� affects the research that is done on or a
technology. In addition, I will examine how using that life cycle can facilitate choice of
odology and a technology to analyze the effect of the technology. Further, I integrate
�1983� adoption curve into the analysis in order to drive additional understanding, exam
joint impact of the stage of technology and adoption curve on firms. Finally, I exam
potential use of Gartner’s strategic technologies to facilitate the choice of technologies to

I find that different research methodologies are appropriate or inappropriate at particu
in the technology life cycle, based on factors that can be identified from the maturity c
adoption curves. In addition, I find that empirical research about technologies is vulne
sample bias, depending on where technologies are in their life cycle. I also find that the “
technologies” concept provides an apparent approach for identifying new technologies
investigations in AIS.

Outline of this Paper
This paper proceeds in the following manner. The first section has provided the m

and the outline of the paper. The next section briefly reviews Gartner’s maturity curve, t
tion curve, and Gartner’s notion of strategic technologies. The third section drills dow
maturity curve and its implications for AIS research. The fourth section analyzes in more d
adoption curve, examining both Gartner’s cumulative adoption curve and Rogers’ �1983
The fifth section studies the impact of integrating the maturity and adoption curves, and f

2

an understanding that empirical research may be gathering biased samples. The sixth section
provides an example to illustrate the discussion, using enterprise resource planning systems. The
seventh section examines some extensions to the maturity curve. The eighth section analyzes
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Gartner’s notions of strategic technologies as a basis of understanding which technolo
likely to have an impact in AIS. The final section briefly summarizes the paper, and discu
contribution and some extensions.

MATURITY CURVE, ADOPTION CURVE, AND “STRATEGIC TECHNOLO
Linden and Fenn �2003, 6; see also Fenn 2007, 7� indicated that “several technology l

models attempt to gauge the evolution of a technology. The two most popular are the…�
curve�, which shows the increase in a technology’s performance over time, and the adoptio
which shows market adoption over time.” The maturity curve and cumulative adoption c
summarized in Figure 1.

Maturity Curve: Technology Change Categories
The maturity curve traces a technology’s change over time as it matures to meet use

and takes the form of a so-called “S” curve. Effectively, the curve maps the cumulative c
level of a technology. Labels for different stages in the maturity curve have been gene
Gartner and are referred to as the “maturity levels.” Fenn �2007� lists key characteristic

FIGURE 1
Adoption S Curve and Maturity Curve

The Impact of Gartner’s Maturity Curve
Source: Fenn (2007).
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O’Leary
seven different levels or stages of the framework �see Table 1�: embryonic, emerging, adol
early mainstream, mature mainstream, legacy, and obsolescence. The curve can be integra
the different qualitative levels as seen in Figure 2.

Adoption Curve: Firm Adoption Characteristics
The adoption curve has been presented in two different formats. The cumulative versi

by Gartner, is the adoption curve that traces the cumulative adoption of a technology over
the intersection of the maturity and adoption curves, a technology has achieved roug
percent adoption rate. Further, when cumulative adoption decreases, it indicates that the
ogy is obsolete and users are shunning it for other technologies.

Rogers �1983� also investigates the adoption curve and includes additional informati
probability density version of the adoption curve �in contrast to the cumulative version�, a
Figure 3. So-called “ideal” types of firms are generated based on when the technology is
innovators, early adopters, early majority, late majority, and laggards. The characteristics
levels are summarized in Table 2.

“Strategic Technology”
“Strategic technology” is a bit different from the two previous frameworks. The term

a value to enterprises that is associated with the technology, not just with how mature
nology is or how much adoption the technology is getting. In particular, Gartner �2007�
strategic technology as a technology:

TABLE 1

Maturity Levels

Maturity Level Status Products/Vend

Embryonic In labs None
Emerging Commercialization by vendors

pilots and deployments by
industry leaders

First generation hig
much customizati

Adolescent Maturing technology
capabilities and process
understanding uptake
beyond early adopters

Second generation l
customization

Early Mainstream Proven technology vendors,
technology and adoption
rapidly evolving

Third generation mo
box methodologie

Mature Mainstream Robust technology not much
evolution in vendors or
technology

Several dominant v

Legacy Not appropriate for new
developments cost of
migration constrains
replacement

Maintenance revenu

Obsolete Technology is rarely used;
new technology has
supplanted original
technology

Used/resale market

4

Source: Fenn �2007�, available at: http://www.gartner.com/DisplayDocument?id�509085.
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with the potential for significant impact on the enterprise in the next three years. Factors that de
significant impact include a high potential for disruption to IT or the business, the need for a m
dollar investment, or the risk of being late to adopt.

Unlike the maturity curve or the adoption curve, the notion of strategic technologi
cused virtually entirely on the presentation of ten specific technologies for each year. The
technologies for 2004–2008 are summarized in Table 3.

MATURITY CURVE AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS RESEARCH
The maturity level framework provides a view of the use of technology changing o

�Table 1 and Figure 2�. We will examine the impact of the technology maturity of a techn
AIS research by examining each of the stages.

FIGURE 2
Adoption Curve and Maturity Curve with Levels and Adoption Rates

Sources: Linden and Fenn (2003) and Fenn (2007).

The Impact of Gartner’s Maturity Curve
Embryonic
The “embryonic” stage is the first stage on the maturity curve. It is at this stage that most

hardware and computer science-like research is done and that technology design questions are

Journal of Emerging Technologies in Accounting Volume 6, 2009
American Accounting Association
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O’Leary
asked. Further, the models that ultimately are embedded in software and applications are
at this stage, before commercialization. For example, Hart et al. �1978� developed a
system in a geology domain that laid out key principles of representing uncertainty i
systems. This is truly a stage where design science �Hevner et al. 2004� dominates. Th
data for empirical analysis or even case studies of the impact of the technology on organ
and no actual information about so-called “things gone right” or “things gone wrong”
technology in organizations, since it has not really been deployed in organizations. How
this stage, research can begin to anticipate developments and applications by solicitin
opinion �O’Leary 2002�, e.g., in Delphi studies �Baldwin-Morgan 1993�. Further, behav
search might be done that anticipates the use of the technology, e.g., user interface design
research done at this stage can only be exploratory about what a user might want or n
because the technology has not been deployed in real-world settings at this stage.

Emerging
Technologies at the emerging level are being placed in application environments for

time and thus are “emerging” out of the laboratories. There is commercialization by vend
there are pilots and deployments by industry leaders. However, the technology is first-ge
Because the technology and its underlying models have not stabilized, design science
ments by academics may contribute to the overall development of the technology. Furthe
science researchers can facilitate organizational adoption with further developments in
nology.

FIGURE 3
Adapter Categorization on Basis of Innovativeness

Source: Rogers (1983, 247).

6

It is at this stage in a technology’s maturity that researchers and implementers can begin to see
what is going right with applications and what is going wrong. Case studies might be used to
capture some of those characteristics to better understand the situation of the technology in orga-
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nizations, as individual firms implement the technology �e.g., Sviokla and Keil 1988�.
surveys or interviews with experts, vendors, and industry leaders can begin to understand
or is not working as the technology is introduced into organizations. At this stage, vendor
reaching out to academics to help with the technology diffusion. As a result, some res
might develop prototypes or pilot implementations themselves to study the technology as
in organizations �Barker and O’Connor 1989�.

As technologies move from embryonic to emerging �and even into later� stages, issu
than the functionality of the technology become apparent and important. For example
technology is placed into organizational settings, related issues such as security become im
For example, as expert systems emerged from the laboratories, O’Leary �1990� analy
security would become an important part of such systems if they were accepted into organ
Research investigating the consequences—anticipated or unanticipated—of the new tec
might be initiated at this and later stages as the technology is better understood.

At this stage, data can be gathered from organizational settings for empirical
�O’Leary and Turban 1987�. However, the data is of limited application because the sampl
is biased, for a number of reasons: the technology is of the first generation, the number of
is small, adopters need substantial resources because the technology has a high price,
technology often must be customized to meet user needs.

TABLE 2

Adopter Categories

Adopter Category Key Characteristics Role

Innovators Venturesome, eager to try new
ideas. Communication
patterns among innovators
are common.

Launches new idea in
social system by im
the innovation from
system.

Early Adopters Respectable, has the greatest
degree of opinion
leadership. The people to
check with before using a
new idea.

Decrease uncertainty a
idea by adopting it
conveying an evalua
near peers.

Early Majority Deliberate, adopt just before
the average. Interact with
peers, but not in a
leadership position.

Provide deliberate wil
in adopting innovati
not lead.

Late Majority Skeptical, adopt just after the
average. Innovations are
approached with skeptical
and cautious air.

Their scarce resources
that almost all of th
uncertainty about an
must be removed be
adopt it.

Laggards Traditional, they possess no
opinion leadership. Their
point of reference is in the
past. When laggards adopt,
the innovation may have
already been superseded.

Last to adopt an innov

Source: Rogers �1983�, pp. 247–251.

The Impact of Gartner’s Maturity Curve
Behavioral research may be used to find limitations or strengths in technology use. For
example, behavioral research can help understand a technology’s limitations from the user’s or
manager’s perspective and drive change to the second generation.

Journal of Emerging Technologies in Accounting Volume 6, 2009
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Adolescent
Since the technology is now in its second generation, there are fewer opportunities to

design science issues. However, case studies are likely to be important as leading firms st
implement the technology. Since the technology is now in its second generation, the techn
beginning to stabilize. Further, organizations are gaining experience with the technolog
best practices are beginning to emerge. Accordingly, research using case studies or su
“things gone right” and “things gone wrong” is likely to find its way into the literature
classroom. For example, Barker and O’Connor �1989� investigated the use of expert sy

TABLE 3

Strategic Technologies 2004–2008

2004 2005 2006 2007 20

Instant Messaging Instant
Messaging

Virtualization Open Source Gree

Real-Time Data Warehousing Wider Use of
WLANs

Grid
Computing

Virtualization Un
Commu

Wireless LANS Taxonomies Service
Oriented
Business

Applications

Service
Registries and
Repositories

Business
Mod

Web Services IP Telephony Pervasive
Computing

Business
Process

Management
Suites

Met
Manag

Network Systems Management Software
Treated as a

Service

OLED/LEP
Technologies

Enterprise
Information
Management

Virtualiz

IP Telephony Static and
Unshared

Island, Real-
Time

Enterprise
�RTE�

Infrastructure

Location
Aware

Services (e.g.,
RFID)

Ubiquitous
Computing

Mash-U
Compos

Utility Computing Utility
Computing

Linux Information
Access

Web Pla
W

Grid Computing Grid Desktop
Search

Web 2.0 Ajax
Rich Clients

Computi

Network Security Technologies Network
Security

Convergence

Micro-
commerce

Web 2.0
Mash-Up

Composite
Model

Real Wo

RFID Tags RFID Tags Instant
Messaging

Communities
and Collective

Intelligence

Social S

Compiled November 2008.
Technologies in italics occur more than one year.

8

Digital Equipment, providing insights into what was working and what were some key problems.
As firms begin to adopt the technology, opinion studies become less interesting since there are

actual settings in which the technology is being implemented �O’Leary 2002�. However, as firms

Journal of Emerging Technologies in Accounting Volume 6, 2009
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adopt the technology, impact studies about the actual effect of the technology gather
Further, survey research about the use of the technology can be developed since som
actually are implementing the technology.

Sample bias using empirical research can emerge at this step. Some firms may
different �either first or second� generations of the technology. For example, the adoption
by Metro �Ton et al. 2005� requires choosing which generation of RFID chips is to be use
empirical findings about RFID and other technologies may be driven by the different ve
the technologies actually used, as well as by the firms using them, as discussed below. Fu
coexistence of multiple generations may confound and camouflage results.

Again, behavioral research may drive a better understanding of the strengths and we
of technology usage. Behavioral research can be an important source of information
change in technology to the third generation, introduced as the technology goes early mai

Early Mainstream
As applications go mainstream, unbiased sample empirical research that relates to o

tional adoption becomes more feasible, because a larger sample of firms has now ado
technology. As a result, it is at this stage that large-scale empirical analysis can begin to
firm characteristics. However, design science and modeling issues become less important,
of the major problems have already been addressed in the third generation of products. S
case studies are of less interest because a number of organizations have already ado
technology. The quality of opinion data is overridden by actual experience with the tec
�e.g., O’Leary 2002�. Behavioral research that needs mature artifacts can now be develop
the third generation of products exists �e.g., Arnold et al. 2006�.

Mature Mainstream
Similar to early mainstream, in the mature mainstream, important research issues as

with technology adoption and diffusion can be addressed using empirical research, as res
can follow the flow of adoption across firms and industries. It is at this stage that full e
analysis of unbiased samples of accounting and stock market data is likely to be feasible
other hand, design science applications generally are too late, unless they push the techno
a portion of it� back in the maturity curve through new developments. Case studies are n
of much interest, because the technology is already implemented in a number of environ

Behavioral research can be used at this stage. In particular, behavioral research that
fully developed artifacts can be used. For example, Arnold et al. �2006� analyzed an exper
that probably would be categorized as early or mature mainstream. Their research likely c
be done until an artifact that was sufficiently developed could be investigated.

Legacy
As systems move into legacy environments there are a large number of example

technology, but the technology is so widespread that few “secrets” of its use exist. Design
cases, opinion, surveys, etc., are not of general interest, since most issues have been ad
Legacy technologies are well accepted and widely dispersed. Unfortunately, from an inf
systems perspective, so-called legacy systems have received only limited attention �e.g.,
al. 1999�.

At times, the need to fix legacy systems has generated additional research conce

The Impact of Gartner’s Maturity Curve
example, with the year 2000 problem, substantial attention was devoted to legacy software. As
firms make additional applications available online, potentially including legacy applications,
issues of the security of legacy applications may become increasingly important. In general,

Journal of Emerging Technologies in Accounting Volume 6, 2009
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legacy systems can provide a large sample; because of the systems’ legacy status, firms
likely to be concerned about the disclosure of value-creating capabilities. As a result, re
samples of firms conceivably could be generated for empirical research. Unfortunately,
likely to be only limited interest in studies about legacy systems. However, as we can see
changing maturity levels, “Today’s emerging technology is tomorrow’s legacy technolog

Obsolete
As technologies move out of the legacy category, they become obsolete. A life cycle

leads to an interesting finding that apparently little research �AIS or management inf
systems� is done on technology at this stage. However, it would appear that there are im
research questions that can be addressed. For example, understanding what makes a tec
“obsolete” might be used to predict when a technology will become obsolete. In particu
signals can suggest that a technology is no longer going to be used? Is it lack of supp
vendor that ultimately categorizes a technology as obsolete?

Applying to AIS Research
Different methodologies and corresponding research questions can be addressed at

stages of a technology. For example, at the embryonic stage, design science activities, su
development of models, software, and hardware, are likely to drive the research, since
limited descriptive data about how the technology works. At the embryonic stage, design
approaches, such as prototyping or modeling, can be the primary tools. Further, at the em
stage, expert opinion about the technology or its use is likely to be sought out.

At the emerging and adolescent stages, there is likely to be a focus on case studies
generate information about best practices, things gone right, and things gone wrong. Exp
ion may be of interest in the case of emerging issues such as the situation of the techn
organizations. At these stages, empirical research is likely to be generated using biased
As an example, technology at the emerging stage is first-generation and is more costly tha
be at later stages. Such “mixes” of technologies may bias away from finding results.

However, as the technology moves into later maturity levels, such as early and matu
stream, alternative research approaches become feasible and preferred. Movement of a tec
into early mainstream and mature mainstream allows researchers to gather larger sam
technology uses and to examine issues such as the impact on stock prices or accounting m
without biased samples, using empirical archival studies. However, at these stages, design
case studies, surveys, and opinions are not of general interest.

Particular technology maturity levels are likely to be amenable to particular resear
tions. For example, Table 4 summarizes some applications to the maturity level framew
cusing on potential research issues and methodologies that match the maturity level inf
and research issues. Table 5 provides another approach to map maturity level onto ac
application type.

Finally, from a sample perspective, it is likely that the sample of firms at each
different. For example, firms involved at the embryonic stage are likely to have differen
teristics than firms involved only at the legacy stage. Firms at the embryonic stage are
have research and development dollars that can be spent on such activities. Such firms
likely to be in industries where it may be necessary to be aware of the development
technologies. Accordingly, more dynamic industries are likely to be involved in the deve

10
of a technology at the embryonic stages. From a research perspective, that suggests a potential bias
in the sample of firms gathered at particular stages. Accordingly, maturity stage may be a corre-
lated omitted variable that should be accounted for in empirical studies.
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ADOPTION CURVE: FIRM CHARACTERISTICS AT DIFFERENT STAGE
The adoption curve also has qualitative stages, as seen in Table 2. There has been a su

literature aimed at understanding the adoption process of technologies and how actors
curve differ from one another. In this section we examine the characteristics associated
different categories, including “innovator,” “early adopter,” “early majority,” “late major

TABLE 4

Maturity Levels, Research Issues, and Research Methodologies

Maturity Level Sample Research Issues Research Methodolo

Embryonic What is it? How can I get it
to work?

Design Science, Mod
Development, Prot
Expert Opinion

Emerging How does it work in an
organization? What are the
benefits of the technology?

Design Science, Proto
Case Studies, Surv
Impacts, Benefits o
Technology Behav
Study for Design

Adolescent Why are firms adopting? What
went wrong in
implementations?

Case Studies, Limitat
Technology

Early Mainstream How are organizations
adopting to the technology?
What is the measurable
impact of the technology?

Behavioral Studies of
use, Descriptive Re
using Stock Prices
Accounting Measu

Mature Mainstream What is the measurable impact
of the technology?

Descriptive Research
Stock Prices or Ac
Measures

Legacy Other issues, some not
technology related, such
project management or
updating concerns

Descriptive Research
a Competitive Adv

Obsolete What happened, so we don’t
do it again?

Case Studies Empiric
Analysis

TABLE 5

Maturity Level versus Accounting Type

Financial Managerial Auditing Tax

Embryonic
Emerging
Adolescent
Early Mainstream
Mature Mainstream
Legacy
Obsolete

The Impact of Gartner’s Maturity Curve
“laggards.”
There are a number of implications about the adoption curve for information systems re-

search. First, where a technology is on the adoption curve indicates something about the number
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O’Leary
of firms that are available as a sample for research. In the beginning there are few firms
for empirical analysis, while by the end there are substantial numbers of firms.

Second, as discussed in Rogers �1983�, Mahler and Rogers �1999�, and others, t
distinct differences between the firms in the five categories on the adoption curve. For exa
noted in Mahler and Rogers �1999, 730�, “Strong relationships exist between innova
scores and various indicators of bank size, such as total assets, employees, number of b
number of subsidiaries, and number of customers.” In a range of studies, “size” differentia
that fall into different categories, such as “innovators” �Mahajan et al. 1990�.

Third, as discussed by Harrison and Waite �2006�, the benefits of adopting a technol
significantly by adoption curve category. As a result, the business cases apparently differ
which category the firm occupies, with innovators generating substantially greater benefit
range of dimensions. In addition, Pennings and Harianto �1992� found that adoption cu
egory was dependent, in part, on existing technology infrastructure and prior experience.
also found size was an important variable.

Applying to IS and AIS Research
In any case, this discussion illustrates that both the number of firms available as da

and the categories of firms on the adoption curve have different characteristics. These ar
findings from a research perspective, since they imply that the findings of any empirical
of firms will vary based on which group of firms the research is conducted upon and at w
along the adoption curve the research is done. Further, simply the number of firms u
technology and available as data points will vary based on location in the adoption cycl

In particular, since the different categories of adopters have different characteristics
size, this would suggest that analyses of firms that are innovators or early adopters
generalize to other categories. For example, innovators and laggards provide different sa
firms, and have not only different characteristics, but also different reasons and strate
adopting a technology. As a result, we are likely to find different results in terms of the i
a technology if we use a sample of innovators as compared to a sample of laggards,
broader base of firms. Accordingly, the results of an analysis on innovators or early adopte
will not generalize to other groups of firms. As an example, O’Leary and Watkins �1995
tigated general characteristics of firms that had implemented artificial intelligence in
auditing. Because the results were obtained largely from “innovator” firms in artificial inte
it is likely that some of the results generated may not generalize to firms in other par
adoption curve.

INTERACTION BETWEEN ADOPTION AND MATURITY CURVES: FIRMS V
TECHNOLOGY

Empirical research depends on analysis of the behavior of large groups of firms at so
in time. As a result, in order to do empirical research, we need to be able to gener
unbiased samples of firms, or recognize that the results are limited to a particular category

The joint interaction between the adoption and maturity curves is useful in identif
types of firms involved at different technology adoption levels. For example, from Figu
can map the 5 percent adoption and the 20 percent adoption marks to the maturity curv
tatively we can see that roughly 5 percent of the adoptions occur by the time the techno
moved from “embryonic” to “emerging” to “adolescence.” Further, 20 percent of the

12
corresponds to having the technology move through “early mainstream.” Further, we can map the
qualitative categories from adoption and maturity to each other as seen in Table 6 providing a map
of the types of firms in the sample at the different portions of the technology life cycle.
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Examining the interaction of adoption curves and maturity curves in Table 5 �b
Figures 2 and 3�, we notice that particular types of firms are most likely to adopt a techn
a particular point in time. As a result, sampling can result in biased samples. For exampl
is gathered at the time the technology is in the embryonic stage, we are likely to have a s
“innovator” firms only. Similarly, if the data is gathered at the emerging or adolescent sta
we will find our sample dominated by innovators and early adopters. Until the early mai
we are unlikely to have any balance in our sample. Further, it will not be until a technolog
the mature mainstream that we will have a relatively unbiased sample. Interestingly, eve
time we are not likely to have so-called laggards in our sample, so there are still sample

As seen in Table 6, the adoption and maturity curves are highly but not perfectly co
In particular, there can be multiple adopter groups in a maturity group, and adopter gro
appear in multiple maturity categories. For example, “innovators” appear in both the “em
and “emerging” categories, while the “emerging” category has both “innovators” and “ear
ers.”

EXAMPLE: ERP (ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING) SYSTEMS
As reported in O’Leary �2000�, in 1993, during the early days of client-server compu

entire ERP market was around $300 million. By 2005, SAP, the largest vendor, had re
$10.5 billion �Maguire 2006�.

We can try and map the ERP development to the maturity cycle. Based on O’Leary
ERP was an emerging technology in 1993, since the market was small �less than 5 percen
adoptions, i.e., adoption percent� and the products were in their first generation. As of 1
1995, a few industry leaders, such as Cisco �Cottelear et al. 1998�, had begun to implem
software.

In the late 1990s ERP likely was in adolescence. In 1998 Deloitte published a rep
“ERP Second Generation” �Deloitte 1998�. As a result, we can assume that at this
technology was in the second generation. As further evidence, in 2000, Gartner declared,
dead, long live ERP II” �Bond et al. 2000�, drawing a line in the sand indicating the end o
and the beginning of another. In the same Deloitte �1998� report, the focus was on bene
“things gone right.” Further, O’Leary �2004�, using data from 1999, developed a com
study to the Deloitte �1998� report.

In the early 2000s there was evidence that ERP had entered the “early mainstream” to

TABLE 6

Integrating Maturity and Adoption Categories
“At what maturity level do different groups adopt a technology?”

Innovators
Early

Adopters
Early

Majority
Late

Majority Laggards

Embryonic x
Emerging x x
Adolescent x
Early Mainstream x x
Mature Mainstream x x
Legacy x x

The Impact of Gartner’s Maturity Curve
Obsolete x
Maturity % 2.50% 13.50% 34% 34% 16%
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O’Leary
mainstream” level, since most ERP software had become web-enabled, and the technology
the third generation. As a result, it was not surprising, if we look back and take note, that t
a criticism of the use of expert opinion, as a research methodology, at a relatively late
ERP’s maturity curve �O’Leary 2002� because actual data existed. By sometime around
was likely that ERP had entered the mature mainstream level of the maturity cycle.

ERP Cases
In order to further analyze this issue, I have summarized the enterprise resource

�ERP� systems case studies available from the Harvard collection �Table 7�. The very fir
published in 1995 and 1996, were concerned with processes and ERP systems. This corres
issues addressed with emerging and adolescent technologies. The case by Davenport �1
vestigating Heatway, suggests that the relationship between reengineering and ERP syst
not well-understood. Through 1996 and into 1999, the concern was with the classic ERP l
of requirements analysis, choice, and implementation, when ERP was in its adolescence
becoming early mainstream. The limited understanding of the technology is exemp
Cisco’s budget generation and project time estimates, which were found to be relatively un
�Cottelear et al. 1998�. However, around 2000, the focus shifted to integration betwe
systems and integration of ERP systems with so-called “e-business.” Since that time ot
cases have focused on emerging issues such as upgrading an existing ERP system �e.g.,
et al. 2004� or business intelligence. That corresponds to the technology going throu
mainstream to mature mainstream, as issues related to how the systems would interf
customers and internal systems were addressed along with issues such as making money
technology.

ERP Research and the Maturity Cycle
Interestingly, some empirical work on ERP systems was done by a number of autho

early 2000s. Poston and Grabski �2001� was a groundbreaking study that used data from
1997. As a result, it is possible that their sample was biased to maturities in the em
emerging, or possibly the beginning of adolescence stages. In addition, the firms that the
tigated were likely “innovators” or at least “early adopters;” that likelihood could also po
bias the results. Poston and Grabski �2001� found no improvement in selling, general o
istrative, or residual income. An alternative potential explanation from the maturity curv
the technology will have a high price and be highly customized in general in the emergi
or not meet user needs. Based on the maturity curve argument, we would anticipate that
function changes as the technology moves along the maturity curve. As a result, a mo
sample of firms, associated with third-generation technology, might provide a differen
findings; of course, this is an empirical question.

EXTENSION: CHANGES TO TECHNOLOGIES THROUGH THE MATURITY M
A number of changes can influence technologies and affect their life cycle, res

changes to the maturity curve �e.g., Fenn 2007�. First, technologies can be embedded
technologies and cease to function as stand-alone. This seems to be a life cycle aspect
developments in artificial intelligence �e.g., O’Leary and Watkins 1992�. Second, tech
may splinter into other concepts, or other technologies may merge together. For example
edge discovery is generally thought to consist of techniques from artificial intelligence an

14
tics. Third, technologies can become extinct, or at least substantially decrease in apparent use, at
any point in the life cycle. Fourth, the audience for a technology can change, also influencing the
life cycle. For example, KPMG’s knowledge management system was initially aimed only at
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TABLE 7

List of ERP Cases

Case
Original

Date Issues Sector

Order Management
Reengineering at Heatway

1995 Process Reengineering Private H

Vandelay Industries, Inc. 1996 ERP Design, Best Practices
and Cost

Private H

Medalco: The SAP Proposal 1996 ERP Requirements Analysis
and System Choice

Private

Cisco Systems: Implementing
ERP

1998 ERP Requirements Analysis,
Choice, and Implementation

Private H

Timberjack Parts: Packaged
Software Selection Project

1998 ERP System Choice and
Requirements Analysis

Private H

Tektronix, Inc.: Global ERP
Implementation

1999 ERP Implementation Private H

Harley Davidson Motor
Company: Enterprise
Software Selection

1999 ERP Requirements Analysis
and System Choice

Private H

Rich Con Steel 1999 ERP Choice, Design and
Implementation

Private H

IBM Technology Group 2000 ERP Integration for E-
Business

Private H

Whirlpool Europe 2001 Cost Benefit of ERP
Implementation

Private H

Moore Medical 2001 Peripheral to ERP Private H
Extricity, Inc. 2001 ERP Integration for E-

Business
Private H

Digital China Holdings
Limited: ERP as a Platform
for Building New
Capabilities

2002 Relationship between ERP
and E-Commerce

Private H

Business Intelligence Software
at Sysco

2004 Getting to ERP Information
through Business Intelligence

Private H

Enterprise IT at Cisco 2004 2004 ERP Upgrade Private H
KL World Wide Enterprises,

Inc.: Putting Information
Technology to Work

2005 E-business, ERP is peripheral Private No

Information Technology at
COSCO

2005 Business Impact of ERP Private H

Esterline Technologies: Lean
Manufacturing

2006 Peripheral to ERP Private H

Richter: Information
Technology at Hungary’s
Largest Pharma

2008 3rd Wave of ERP System
Issues,

Data warehouse, IT
Governance

Private

Return of the JEBI 2002 ERP and Procurement
Integration

Public Sector

Indian Oil Corporation
Limited: Project Manthan

2004 Years into an ERP
Implementation

Public Sector

The San Diego City Schools 2006 Return on Investment Public Sector K
Enterprise Resource Planning 2006 Determine whether or not to Public Sector

The Impact of Gartner’s Maturity Curve
Software: Ongoing
Maintenance Cost Benefit
Analysis

upgrade or change vendors
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O’Leary
partners �Gladstone and Eccles 1995� and not at lower-level knowledge workers. How
system ultimately was implemented to focus on providing knowledge to all knowledge
Fifth, technologies can go on “hold” or have no recognized specific applications in accou
auditing. For example, “grid computing” appears to have limited applications for domains
accounting and auditing.

These many changes can be reflected in the maturity curve. In particular, Gartner’s
model can be extended to account for major changes in a technology. For example, supp
capabilities were integrated into enterprise resource planning systems, generating a more c
solution with greater cumulative capabilities. One representation of that rapid increase
bilities is summarized in Figure 4. That figure captures the following scenario. A techn
going through a normal maturity, gradually gaining new capabilities. However, at some
time, a large number of capabilities are added simultaneously. This results in a large jum
capabilities curve.

An interesting issue in Figure 4 is that after each innovation, there is a “dip” in the
ties. This is consistent with the notions of technology adoption in two ways. First, a
technology adoption there is a time when new technology does not bring improvements,
the full implications of how to use the technology are not clear. When radio frequency
cation �RFID, discussed below� was first used in a supply chain environment, some suppl
a “slap and ship” approach. This meant that they just put the tag on the goods being ship
the tag may have been inappropriate �e.g., the wrong generation� or in the wrong spot to
etc. As a result, performance did not improve, and costs increased, as firms often r
paper-based processes to convey the same, duplicate information. Second, as seen with d
technologies �Bower and Christensen 1995�, innovations often lead to short-term decr
capabilities.

FIGURE 4
Maturity Curve with Innovations

16
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STRATEGIC TECHNOLOGIES AND AIS
Gartner’s “strategic technologies” list provides insights into what Gartner thinks a

technologies that will have a large impact in the next three years or so. As a result, these a
to be technologies that are in the adolescent or early mainstream stages in the maturity fra
The notion of a strategic technology has limited theoretical structure, generally result
yearly list of particular technologies. A summary of five years of top ten strategic techno
given in Table 3.

In Table 3, I have italicized those technologies that show up more than once. In som
the names are exact, while in others they are just very similar �business process manageme
versus business process modeling, and grid computing versus grid�.

There were roughly 36 different technologies over the five-year period, or about se
technologies per year. Web services/software as a service lasted the longest, with version
different years. Many of the technologies, such as “instant messaging,” “virtualization,” a
computing,” apparently do not have substantial uniquely accounting application or c
However, this list would appear to provide a starting point for a range of AIS research to
example, as discussed later in the paper, business process management appears to pr
important technology for AIS researchers.

Research strategies could include choosing technologies that had appeared on “r” �fo
greater than or equal to 1� different lists of strategic technologies. Alternatively, researche
limit their selection to the most recent set of technologies, or focus on those that had the
accounting and auditing applications.

In AIS, in addition to the technology, researchers need to consider the area of ap
�Table 5�. In particular, that typically means that researchers choose a technology that ha
in one of the functional areas of accounting, e.g., financial accounting or management ac
�e.g., business process management�, but also occurs early in the life of the technology. G
AIS researchers would chose a technology for which there is a match to an accounting pr
accounting subdiscipline. Some technologies, such as RFID, at this time do not ha
established or direct accounting ties. As a result, the matching of technology to accoun
becomes a critical research activity early in the life cycle.

Business Process Management
Business process management �BPM� has been given many definitions, including the

ing definition by Microsoft:

BPM is the use of an integrated set of key performance indicators that are used to monito
organizational process in real time. Business process management �BPM� is a management d
pline that combines a process-centric and cross-functional approach to improving how orga
tions achieve their business goals. A BPM solution provides the tools that help make these
cesses explicit, as well as the functionality to help business managers control and change
manual and automated workflows.

In 2007 business process management was included among the top ten strategic tech
�Gartner 2007�. Further, based on Table 3, we can see that BPM shows up as a strategic
ogy in both of the last two years.

Business process management is a virtual merger of management accounting and ac
information systems. BPM is about managing a process, but it is also about choosing the
performance indicators—ones that are aligned with strategy and facilitate managemen

The Impact of Gartner’s Maturity Curve
process. Interestingly, apparently there has been little research by AIS academics in the area of
BPM. O’Leary �2009� provides a BPM design science structure for a particular accounting pro-
cess. Based on the discussion earlier in the paper, we are likely to find some different kinds of
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research as we move through either the maturity cycle. For example, “things gone right” o
gone wrong,” based on information flows about positive or negative events, are likely to a
a technology goes into adolescence or even early mainstream. Recently, some case stud
begun to be developed illustrating some of the BPM issues �O’Leary 2009�. Behavioral
might examine design issues at first and then move to analysis of implemented systems
technology matures, we might see research about how stock market price or accounting m
are influenced by disclosures about BPM, as the sample becomes less biased away from
adopters.

RFID (Radio Frequency Identification)
RFID is a technology that can be used to uniquely identify objects. We find it multip

in the top ten strategic technologies over the time period 2004–2008. In 2004, Metro �T
2005� and other large retailers began implementing the first generation of RFID. There w
talk about how the technology needed to come down in price, and expenses are a key pa
et al. �2005�. At that time, few firms had really adopted the technology, and there was
experience with the technology by firms. Although there was a substantial push by so
retailers, such as Wal-Mart, apparently RFID had not received the attention that had
pected. Thus, RFID fits nicely into the “emerging” technology category. Because the techn
emerging, we would expect case studies like Ton et al. �2005� as a first step. In addition, T
�2005� begins to provide an analysis of “what went right” and “what went wrong.” For e
in 2004, Metro’s plan was to have over 250 retail stores, 10 distribution centers, and 100
using RFID, but at the time of the case there were 13, nine, and 33, respectively. The cas
analysis of why the number of retail stores and suppliers was substantially lower, w
distribution center target was almost reached. Thus, the case study allows analysis of w
right and what went wrong and where the technology fits.

There has been little research on RFID and accounting information systems. O’Lear
discussed a number of potential accounting uses of RFID. For example, RFID could be
implement specific identification of inventory as a financial reporting strategy. Such speci
tification also could be useful in an auditing context as part of inventory analysis. Withou
specific identification of individual items would be too costly or not feasible. Geerts and
�2008� generated a design theory investigation of a database modeling of RFID based on
“highly visible supply chains.” Until RFID has a larger base of adopters, the amount of da
RFID and the extent to which that data is biased will provide limited analysis.

SUMMARY, EXTENSIONS, AND CONTRIBUTIONS
This paper has focused on the maturity curve, the adoption curve, and some of the t

Gartner has developed to analyze the maturity and adoption of a technology. The paper e
how those tools might be used to understand and anticipate research issues in accountin
mation systems. It was found that different portions of the maturity curve and the adopti
have different characteristics and different research opportunities. Accordingly, the in
between the two curves provides us with insights as to how the sample may be biased a
points in time. Further, the curves provide insight as to when particular types of research, e
studies or design science applications, are likely to occur.

Extensions

18
There are a number of extensions to this research. First, although the growth curve has been
the subject of substantial research, e.g., Rogers �1983� and others, the maturity curve has not
received the same level of academic investigation. As a result, future research could investigate
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characteristics of that curve in more detail. Second, Figure 4 provides an extension to the
curve based on adding a large portion of capabilities. However, other versions likely
developed for other sets of changes in capabilities. Third, although this paper provides n
examples, additional examples could be elicited and examined. Fourth, this paper arg
empirical research might be using biased samples in a number of settings. Accordingly, a
tant extension would be to review previous studies and try to determine where some
biases have slipped in and how the results were affected. Fifth, the issue of biased sampl
analysis of technology may also be applied to the notion of the so-called “productivity p
�Grover et al. 1998� �e.g., Pennings and Harianto 1992�. For example, technology is mor
sive and more brittle at the emerging stage, but less expensive and more flexible at latter st
a result, greater productivity gains, at lower costs, are likely later in the maturity and
curves.

Further, this same approach can be used outside of technology and refer to ideas and t
For example, accounting concepts such as activity-based costing or Sarbanes-Oxley l
through the same maturity and adoption curves, and thus could be studied from the same
tives, as technology. In the same sense that there are potential sample biases with techn

FIGURE 5
Public versus Private Sector Adoption Curves for ERP

The Impact of Gartner’s Maturity Curve
there would be potential sample biases in those studies.
Table 6 also provides an additional potential extension. The data gathered there suggests that

public and private sectors go through different adoption cycles at different times. As seen in the
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table, cases about the public sector were addressing some of the same issues that h
addressed a decade earlier in the private sector. One example of a potential relationship
ERP adoption curves is illustrated in Figure 5.

Contributions
Apparently, there has been limited integration of research from firms such as Gar

academic research. This research used the maturity cycle and level to investigate which
methods can be used at different points in the life cycle of a technology. Accordingly, this
has brought important frameworks that relate to technology diffusion into AIS.

While most previous research focused on the adoption curve �e.g., Rogers 1983�, th
examined the maturity curve. In particular, this paper merged the two concepts of tec
maturity and enterprise adoption �e.g., Table 5�.

Another contribution of this paper is the notion that the type of research that can be
tied to where the technology is on the maturity curve and adoption curve, and that, as
researchers have different strategies when doing research in technologies. For example
research is most likely at the embryonic or emerging stages. Further, it is at those same st
opinion research is most helpful. However, empirical research at those stages will be do
biased samples.

In addition, this paper provides a contribution to potential and existing empirical res
particular, the adoption and maturity curves help understand the potential biases that can
in samples of firms when empirical research is undertaken.
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